THE MOST URGENT TASK

TASKS WITHOUT TIME PRESSURE OR RISK FACTORS

1. 

2. 

3. 

SELF-AWARENESS QUESTIONS

- WHEN ARE YOU MOST PRODUCTIVE?
- ARE YOU A MORNING OR AN AFTERNOON PERSON?
- WHAT IS THE FIRST THING YOU DO IN THE MORNING?
- HOW DO YOU FEEL IN THE AFTERNOON?
- ARE YOU SAVING UP OR DELAYING TASKS TO WHEN YOU HAVE THE LEAST AMOUNT OF CONCENTRATION AND HEADSPACE?
- IS THIS THE BEST USE OF YOUR TIME, FOCUS AND ENERGY?

NOTES:

DUMP ZONE FOR IDEAS (TO DEAL WITH LATER)

DELEGATE

ASK YOURSELF:
WHY AM I DOING THIS NOW?
WHY AM I DOING THIS NOW?
WHY AM I DOING THIS NOW?

NOTES:

FOCUS ON TODAY'S TASKS AND DUMP THE REST FOR LATER!
MANAGE YOUR ENERGY

It is more efficient to arrange your workload to match your energy levels. E.g. if you know that you have an energy boost in the mornings, use that time for high energy or creative tasks, then use your lower energy times for general admin tasks such as checking emails.

Use the chart plot your own energy cycle:

- Does this match when you schedule your work?

Could you use the chart to plot for a different time period:

A week, a month, a quarter or even a year?
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